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A thought or two about “vibes” and “core beliefs”:  by Glen & Janene Davis — discussion leaders

In January, Bishop and Sister Webb engaged our fireside group in a discussion about whether or not its 
acceptable for women to ask men out on a date.  We firmly established that in today’s society it’s socially 
acceptable and age appropriate.  Sister Webb encouraged those who believe otherwise to erase that “core wound 
belief” from their belief window.  This is a major breakthrough because it means there’s no reason why anyone 
should be waiting to date.  Those interested in dating can and should be making an effort to identify people they’re 
interested in, and then asking out.  Bishop and Sister Webb taught that if one’s personal effort and “input” is 
based on skills, healthy core beliefs, and Christ’s doctrine, our “desired outcome” of an eternal marriage is 
attainable. 
In our February fireside we spent time talking about sending vibes (a skill), healthy core beliefs (vs. core wound 
beliefs), and the importance of loving yourself (a doctrine, Matthew 22:36-40).  
Vibes:  Sending vibes is a subtle and safe way of communicating to someone that you’re interested in dating 
them.  It’s also a very effective way to identify whether that person is interested in dating you.  If the person 
responds affirmatively, thats a great way to begin a dating relationship when guy and girl are both interested in 
each other.  All the suggestions below about vibes, — other than two or three we’ve noted in parentheses, — 
came from approximately 160 ward members who participated in the break-out session at the Bishop’s Dating, 
Courtship, & Marriage Fireside Chat, held on February 21, 2016.   
Core Beliefs:  We also talked about core beliefs and how unhealthy core beliefs, — or “core wound beliefs”, — 
can be debilitating.  Sister Davis and I talked about our oldest son, Parker, who carried several deeply held core 
wound beliefs from his childhood, and how years later they were the cause of unhappiness within himself, his 
marriage and family, and his profession.  After getting professional help he was able to turn those core wound 
beliefs into healthy positive beliefs.  Eighteen months ago he and his wife wrote a short account about his journey, 
to let others know of the help available and the freeing effects that come by identifying and dealing with one’s core 
wound beliefs. Along with these notes, we’ve included Parker’s story.  We hope you read it, especially the later 
half where he writes in detail about his journey and the path to becoming healthy. 

Below are the suggestions about vibes that came from the breakout session: 

Vibes that both men and women can send:
Personality vibes:

— Flirting by being fun and showing interest.
— Laugh
— Be happy.  People are attracted to happy people.
— Be relaxed and friendly.  You are more approachable.

Body language vibes:
— Smile and make eye contact from across the room.
— A little wave or happy acknowledgement when you see them across the room.
— Seem excited to see me.
— Open “the circle” for them to feel included.

Love language vibes:
Know the five love languages and try to identify what he/she likes.  Play off that:

— gifts
— quality time
— words of affirmation
— acts of service (devotion)
— physical touch (intimacy)



Communication vibes:
— Start small with a “Hi” and a smile
— Eye contact
— Introduce yourself
— Use my name.
— Turn and face the person when you talk.
— Don’t be in a hurry when talking.
— Positive conversation.  Positive talk.  
— Repeated interaction with follow up questions.
— Discuss topics of interest.  Tie those interests into things you like doing.  
— Respond promptly to a phone call message or text.
— Networking:  Ask friends to give hints that he/she is interested in dating you.  

Conversation vibes:
— Initiate conversation.
— Participate and engage in the conversation.
— Be open and initiating.
— Show genuine interest.
— Ask questions.  Listen.  Remember.
— Make jokes and easily laugh
— Remember things we’ve talked about and followup (Example:  How did that test go?).

Compliment vibes:
— Notice details and give genuine compliments. 
— Tell him he looks handsome.  Tell her she looks pretty.
— When talking to other people, give compliments about the person you’re interested in.  It gets back 
     back to them.

Physical contact vibes:
— close proximity
— slight touch (elbow or arm), … but don’t overdue it
— sit close
— playful physical contact
— initiate a hug
–– If girls like the subtle touch, don’t back away.

Be present vibes:
— Be where he/she is (in his/her peripheral vision)
— Multiple interactions.
— Don’t leave quickly after church.  Linger longer.   

Direct vibes:
— Ask for her phone number.
— Immediately ask her out for a date.
— Keep asking for additional dates.

Verbal suggestion vibes:
— “Lets get together and talk.”
— If you’ve invited to an activity or asked out on a date, if you can’t go then express, 

“I hope you’ll invite me again.”
— “That would be fun”
— “We should go and do that sometime.”
— “I’d love for you to call me sometime”
— “You like …. .  I like …. .”
— At the conclusion of a date, the guy says:  “I sure had a great time!  We ought to do something again.”  
     If the girl gives a positive vibe that she’s interested in going out with him again, ask her out again 
     before your date ends or call in two or three days to ask her out.   He shouldn’t let a lot of time go by.  



Personalized vibes:
— Tell him/her that you were looking for them, and that you missed seeing him/her.  
— Say or do something that singles me out. 
— Get to know them: likes, dislikes, work, etc.
— Pay attention to the little things.  
— Try doing new things.
—  In addition to telling your date you had a great time, write a note or send a text to thank for the date.
— Leave a little note and/or something simple at his/her door.  
— Notice details and give compliments, especially if it’s something new, such as: “You cut your 
    hair!  I like it!”  Or if wearing something new, “You look good in that color.”  
— Ask what Sunday school class they are attending and go sit with them.
— Call on the phone just to see how they’re dong, …“I was thinking about you.”  Or send a text.  

Friendship vibes:
— Seek me out in a crowd
— Noting and commenting when I wasn’t there
— Reciprocate friendship.

Imprinting vibes:
— Pleasant smell.  Perfume.

Serve vibes:
— Be observant.  Look for ways you can help.  
— Do things for him or her.  Serve them
— Ask how you can help.

Suggestions for guys:  

Girls appreciate a gentleman.  Manners.

A girl likes it when a guy takes pride in the way he looks, — the way he dresses, shines his shoes, grooms 
himself, nice smell, etc.

If you’re interested, just ask for my number.  

When a girl first gives hints that she’s interested in you, ask her out.  Don’t let a lot of time go by before asking her 
out.

When a girl asks a guy out on a first date, its incumbent on the guy to pick it up after the first date and pursue the 
girl if he’s interested in the relationship.  Its not sustainable for the girl to keep doing the asking, or if you’re only 
dating only every few weeks.  

A girl appreciates it when you plan your dates.  Lead out.  

Be sure your date feels comfortable and safe with you.   

More important than you having a good time, make sure your date is having a great time!  (Glen’s suggestion).

Suggestions for girls:  

Guys need to be physically attracted to you in order for them to be interested.  Do your best with who you are:
— wear perfume
— wear your hair groomed and pretty
— dress a little nicer for the occasion (FHE and ward activities), instead of just so-so.  

Inviting a guy to dinner is a natural way to show interest.   Casual invitation.  



Don’t travel in packs of women if you want a man to approach you.  Be approachable.  Break away from your 
girlfriends and wander over to the guy to talk with him and show interest.   (**Guys, it goes both ways.)

Green light:  After a guy has asked you out for a second or third date, plan something and ask him out.

Other valuable notes coming from the break-out session:

Non-vibe:  Cutting in front of someone.  

Accept invitations even for small things.

If its your personality to be naturally friendly with everyone, you’ll need to do something different when interacting 
with someone you’re interested in to show you’re interested.

Learn his/her story.  
— Inquire about your date’s life and interests. 
— Listen.  Remember details.
— Note the things you have in common.

Without being asked, give your date assurances about who you are and what your standards and habits are.  Be 
open and honest.

Ask your date their opinion about things.  Listen.  Process.  Express appreciation.  

A woman needs to be loved, cherished, and valued.  A man needs to be loved and respected.

Be willing to spend time together, even if you’re busy.  Make “together time” a priority. 

If a relationship isn’t progressing, one of you will lose the spark.  “If you’re coasting you’re going down hill.”  

If you’re interested in a person and become fixated on them, almost anything they do can be construed as a vibe.  
You need to be discerning, quick to determine whether they’re interested in you.   If they’re not, be careful 
because you’re vibes will start to come across as creepy.  You need to face reality if they’re not interested.  

What if a guy talks to you but doesn’t ask you out?
Answer:  He’s probably not interested in dating.  But at least he’s a gentleman and is kind.

If you know I’m sending you vibes and you’re not interested, then how about one of two options:
1) Just let me know you aren’t interested and we can still be normal people. 
2) Let’s go on one date (because it doesn’t mean we’re getting married) and then be real clear you aren’t 
    interested in formal dating but, hey, guess what?  You have friends and so do I and maybe we can 
    expand each other’s horizons with other people.

If the person you’re interested in doesn’t respond to your vibes or expresses no interest, don’t overdo it.  In that 
case, spin him or her out of your dating pool of three and move another person into your pool.  Don’t get 
discouraged or mad.  Remember, you are in the process of sifting so as to to identify people who are interested in 
you!  Always be working your dating pool of three by sending them vibes.  If you’ll continue to work your dating 
pool, keeping your possibilities current and updated, you’ll be sure to identify someone whose interested in dating 
you, too.  (Glen’s suggestion)
  
Once you begin dating, vibes are also an effective way to communicate your interest in continuing the 
relationship.  Even so, after several dates and as your relationship progresses, the two of you should rely more 
and more on being fully open in your communication by expressing how you’re feeling about each other.  (Glen’s)

Remember to also spend time with your date’s family.  Its important that you include them in your relationship so 
you can fall in love with them and they with you, too. (Glen’s suggestion) 


